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view, depicted in a coarse, but bold ery conversion that takes place in such breathe, she received.* VV’ho then won-1 when the sky Was ever C, íoudless, the
ir^
manner, and magnified by all the hor periods of excitement. I do not assert dered thht the Beautiful girl gazed hot heart would be ever fickle.rid conceptions of a wild and fervid that there is always so much.extrava on the scene before her—that the mu think me- silly, but when a cl
JAMES K. REMICH,
fancy. The wrath of an offended and gance and terror, so much despair and sic’s strain was unheard—and the words sank dèep into my breaS\ * Now
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
implacable Deity, of stefn and un assurance exhibited. But I do say, showy spectacle was insipid? Surely to rest Henry—I will prepare yx ^r re
bending justice, wdio rigorously de that this is a specimen, and not .ar> ex no one ; the man who possessed her past before you leaYé 'me,’’—ant. *
M21UL.
mands the fulfilment of the whole law, aggerated one, of what always takes love.was by her side and in his pres bent her head to hide the warm
?ars
FROM THE CHRISTIAN REGISTER.
and who has no compassionate or re place in these seasons of awakening. ence the world’s pleasure,ar^d the city’s which fell rapidly.
lenting feeling for human infirmity, is I might refer to revivals which have- gaiety were tasteless. The youngest
“There will be no rest this day fa“
BEVI'TAXsS.—2TO. 2.
next represented in strong and glowing occurred, within the last year at Utica, sop of a noble British family, possessed me,” said Steinford ; 44 in an hour ?■
One of the most remarkable charac language. The abyss of hell is then and at Troy, in which* alarm and up of high personal and mental beauty, shall be on my road, therefore, my fare
teristics of these 44 revivals” is their opened before them—the shrieks of roar, fanaticism and excess, prevailed the inheritor of a?, relative’s princely well must be brief.”
bold and extravagant claim to a su the damned are sounded with a voice to a degree far greater than I have sup fortune, aspired to the hand of Rose 44 Roseline, you will see me again at
pernatural origin. It is asserted, with of thunder into their ears, and the posed in the case which I have des line, and became her accepted lover— Venice—then,” he added, in à fond
out qualification, that they are, in a smoke of the elemental fire in which cribed. The first and efficient instru her betrothed husband.
whisper,44 we part no more;”
peculiar sense, the work of God. they are involved is portrayed as ment always employed in these revi On the sparkling bosom of the sea
But the separation did not seem to*
lYhen an excitement of this nature is curling around them and ascending vals is/ear—fear of God’s wrath and there now reigned an unbroken silence; affect the maiden sensibly ; she repeat»
observed in any. place, it is immedi up for ever and ever.—On the brink of hell fire. 1 he object seemc to be at the Doge pronounced the well known ed in eager tone,44 Ari hour didst thou
ately reported that the Lord >s visiting of this gulf of torment and wo they are tained when the individual is, complete sentence, and the’ glittering ring.fell; say ? Wilt thou promise me, io remain
that place with his special favour. told that they arc standing, and are ly bowed down and^rostraled—when then the loud clarions mingled with the one hour longer here ?” ,
The inhabitants are all anxiously ex every moment on the point of being his faculties are bewildered, his sense shout of countless voices rent the air ;
44 Surely, surely dearest,” Was tl.d
horted and implored to embrace this plunged into it—that it is a punishment of God’s paternal care obliterated, and the assembled gondolas dispersed, and reply ; 441 promise you :—your father,
opportunity of securing the divine fa which they richly deserve on account when the only conception of the Deity the living tide once more entered the Roseline—I must see him ere I depart;
vor, an opportunity which may not be of their corrupt nature, and that there presented to his mind is that of a stern, city. The vows of attachment—the Once inore farewell !” and he clasped
again vouchsafed for many years. In is no hope of escape for them except unrelenting avenger.
hurried accents of the Englishman— her to his heart again arid again—then*
deed the free grace of God is quite by an entire change of their nature,
Now I ask the reader to pause and were again listened to and prolonged—; left her ; no sigh, no cry of rigony hurst
circumscribed and curtailed by the which can be effected only by the im- to reflect seriously and calmly wheth until the gilded bark arrived at the from thelips of Roselihe, the door dosed
theory on which these revivals are mediate act of God’s converting grace, er he could wish to see such an excite marble steps of the Duke’s palace.
and he was gone¿
founded. Fdr it is represented as per which grace is dispensed arbitrarily, ment produced in this town? is it a
The entertainment given that even The travels of one in haste to regain
forming a kind of circuit over the without any reference to personal thing which you can earnestly desire, ing by the Duke exceeded in splendour his riative land, are generally void of
earth, visiting various regions and character or conduct. This diaboli and for which you can sincerely and and magnificence, the banquet of the interest : so it was with Steinford’s ; hiil
towns in succession, and sending down cal language and these blasphemous devoutly pray? Are you anxious your Doge on the preceding morning. But journey exhibited little variety^ and he
its refreshing showers periodically, or principles are often set forth with a self to become the subject of revival ? amid the beautiful and noble females arrived at the castle of his father in
only after long and indefinite intervals. rude and untamed eloquence, with are you desirous that your children who graced the mansipn, Roseline safety, but too latè,—The last Sigh of
It is represented too, as acting simul great apparent sincerity and zeal, and, should pass through such a process shone conspicuous : wandering with his parent had been breathed—the last
taneously upon masses of men, rather as might be expected, are very terrific and change ?—Would you permit their her lover through the long colonades, prayer for his welfare had been muu
and appalling. To the weak and to tender consciences to be thus alarmed, in which a dim twilight reigned ; or mured—and the senseless form was
than upon individuals, separately.
Now we remark of this characteris the timid, the ignorant and supersti their delicate feelings to be thus lacer encircled by his arm, and mingled in laid in its narrow bed there to meet
tic of religious revivals, that it is alto tious they appear, as they must to eve ated, and their young and ingenious the festive dance, she was alike in an corruption.
gether an assumption totally devoid ry ope who believes them, dreadful minds to be filled with such false and earthly paradise. But alas! it was
The dreadful uncertainty, the fever
of scriptural authority and evidence. and overwhelming. The mind cannot appalling views of the divine charac doomed to be transient, fleeting and de ish impatience to him who endeavors to
I demand the chapter and the verse sustain itself under the prospect of such ter ?—Would you think it proper or caying !
hope the best yet dreads to hear thé
which declares that God bestows his manifold and aggravated horrors, and expedient for the ministers of the gos The clock of St. Mark told the third confirmation of his fears generally pro
gracious answer and blessing only to it sinks down overpowered by their pel to countenance and encourage,such hour of the morning ere the guests de duces intense grief, When the fatal truth
the loud cries and vehement expostu magnitude and weight. Thus exhaust excitements? Would you not, on the; parted ; Steinford pressed the lip of his is known. Henry’s sorrow was there
lations of assembled multitudes, but ed and enfeebled, it is willing to be other hand, deem it to be their duty to I Roseline once more, and repeated the fore deep, though unavailing, and hé
denies it to the still and secret prayer lieve any thing—to admit any thing-— lift up their, voices and record their tes-1 lengthened adieu—ever and anon cast asked if happiness would evermore be
of the humble and devout petitioner ? to consent to any thing which shall af timony against all such enthusiasm and jI ing a lingering glance as she crossed long to him : his heart at that moment
Where are we told that the grace of ford even a probability of escape from extravagance, and to use all suitable the corridor to,her own apartment.
answered, No.-^-But whatdefes not timé
God is shackled and limited, so that so terrible a fate. This is the first and efficient measures to check them ?
It was at that momenta messenger accomplish?
he can only at stated seasons grant step in the sinner’s conversion—what I doubt not what will be your answers arrived at the palace, .bearing a letter
The keen edge ÓÍ affliction is des
our requests ? The language of scrip is technically called his conviction. He to these several inquiries. 1 have too for the Englishman, which he said re troyed ; the moistened eye is dried ¿
ture is very explicit on this point, and is now brought to confess his native much confidencddn your sensb pf pro quired his immediate perusal ; it was and the wounded heart is healed. Thus
is the most satisfactory refutation of sinfulness and guilt—-and he generally priety, to suppose that you can regard from his native isle, from his brother: then, it is through life. When the bo
the pretensions just mentioned. 44 Ask,” does this without hesitation or reserve such proceedings with approbation. Be-:' in it hesqid their father lay oo his death som is surcharged with misery, it is
says our Saviour, 44 and ye shell re —-readily acknowledging that be is the leiving as I tritet you«dcx thaEreligiorfii bed ; and desjred to see his last-born then obdurate to the voice of comfort ;
ceive, seek and ye shall find, knock vilest and most culpable of all God’s is a calm, tranquil, rational thing, an af before ms life ended ; the letter conclu let a few months pass, and he who be
and it’shall be opened unto you. For creatures. As his confessions are gen fair of the understanding,- as well as of ded with an earnest wish for Steinford’s fore turned away, Will listen with silent
every one that asketh receiveth ; and erally made in the abstract and aggre the feelings a matter in which decorum' instant return to England.
avidity* So it was with Steinfoid : thë
he that seeketh findeth, and to him gate, no very nice attention is paid to as well as zeal should be manifested, I
With the speed of lightning he plac young recluse again mingled in society*
that knocketh it shall be opened.” I exactness and truth. He generally do not fear that you would participate ed the packet in his bosom, and strode and the laugh of gaity again played up
would fain be referred to the passage makes himself far worse thari he really in such enthusiasm and excess. It was, across the gallery, leaving the courier on his lips*
which mentions these excitements, is, and seems in some measure to be however to confirm you in your pres alone and surprised at his vehemence.
And wheré is Roseline? Truly* it
which predicts that they shall take proud of his superior iniquity, and to ent preference of a peaceful and ra His frantic annunciation of their part must be said, if she was thought of, it
place, or which declares that modern glory in his unrivalled wickedness. tional system of religion, that .1 have ing excited deep terror in the breast of was casually ;—if her devoted attach
revivals are miraculous. If no proof Now comes the second stage of the now spoken of some of the character Roseline, as he entered her apartment. ment was remembered it was only as a
tan be adduced from scripture, their conversion—-which may properly be istics of what are called 44 revivals of No lamp burned in the room, and the pleasant dream—a delightful vision—•
supernatural origin must be. inferred regarded and called the reaction. A religion’.” In this paper I have but faint rosy tinge which gleamed in the from which the sleeper arose to dread
solely from the nature and circumstan man in the situation we have described, entered upon the subject, which is a east threw a pleasing light on the snowy realities.
ces of each individual case. On all is sunk as low in despair as he can large and comprehensive one. I pur pillars and silken draperies.
But what had caused this change ?
true and just principles they must be possibly be. It is impossible from the pose, in succeeding papers to resume
44 Dearest Roseline we must part,” What had turned Steinford’s affections
regarded as natural occurrences, until nature of the human mind, and the hu the discussion.
he replied in a trembling tone, 44 but 1 from one to Whom he had sworn ever
Zuingle.
they are clearly proved to be preter man passions, that he should continue
will return again.”
lasting allegiance ?—one in Whose
in it long. A change in the state of
natural.
44 Never—never,’’ said Roseline, in a breast, he worild never be forgotten ?
MÏS0BÏ.Z.AKEOUS.
Now One of the most convincing his feelings must take place, or he will
low whisper ; 44 Steinford, 1 know full The world had caused it. The voice
proofs of the earthly and human ori be driven to idiocy or madnfess, which TEE COESTAET VOXTIO. well the character of you northern men; of flattery had been poured in the ear
gin of modern revivals is to be found is not unfrequently the case. Now any
here 1 hold ycu in a silken chain, there of the rich and handsome Steinford ;
’Tis a -sad story—The maid was slain
By one who was her lovey.
in the plan and contrivances which are change must be from despair to hope—
its links will sever—absence annuls the the eye of an English maideh had beam
employed to get them up. The get and this change is therefore technically
The-, morning of that costly pageant strongest tie of love.”
ed on him—and Roseline was forgot
ting up of a revival has now become call^4 44 obtaining a hope”—-“ passing the bridal of the Adriatic, had arrived,
u Roseline, dqarest Roseline^” he re ten.
quite a regular and systematic aftair, from death unto life,”—-and is frequent and the dark canals of Venice were de turned, u if you value my future peace
It is not that the heart of man is un
conducted by definite and established ly designated by other phrases equal serted, and the whole population of the of mind, talk not in such a strain. Can formed to centre its affections on one
rules, and demanding a considerable ly forcible and expressive. The as city were gliding over the sea. The you distrust my attachment” and he object* and that one alone, but it is the
amount of mechanism and skill. We cent from the lowest glimpse of hope ocean breezes were soft and refreshing. pressed her to his heart as he spoke desire, the propensity, if 1 may so term
frequently hear of persons experien to the highest degree of assurance, is The banners of the gondolas fluttered “ may you be avenged if I forsake you ! it., of fettering the affections of many—ced and skilful in producing revivals, slow, but gradual, progressive, sure. gaily in the air, all was blithe and beau Sweet one doubt not my truth.”
of leading crowds in his chains ; deal
who are sent for into districts where The convert now deems himself, and tiful. Ne^r the state-vessel of the Doge,
Henry” exclaimed Roseline, dis ing life or death* by smiles or frowns.
such excitements are desired, in order is regarded by others, as safe. He i floated the barge of the duke de Faur- engaging herself from his embrace, “the
During this time the conscience of
to create or to cherish them. When I believes all the doctrines which have j ini, one of Italy’s proudest and most re- original of this (and she drew from her Henry did not slumber-rand, when it
consider the great and complex ap been presented to him, whether he un- i spectable
J ’’ nobles
11
—the
»
r the bosom his picture,) shall never cease to reproached him, he wotild mingle in
; < but
eye of
paratus usually set in motion to excite derstands them or not. He has passed multitude w’as not turned to him; his occupy my heart.”
the dissipations of the city, and speed
and spread a revival, I am astonished through the whole process. He has daughter—the last remaining prop of 441 swear by the bright beams of that to the haunts of the profligate.—A young
at the presumption and inconsistency experienced a change—he has experi his house—the beautiful Roseline—the rising sun, that life itself shall fail to an Italian had constantly attended him*
which ascribe to a divine source what enced religion. His spiritual condi i brightest flower of the Republican state imate my frame, before my love for whether it was to the courtly feast, or
is evidently a mere piece of human tion is no longer precarious or uncer ■—occupied the undivided attention of thee shall be quenched.”
the noisy revel ; though it was evident
tain. He feels himself perfectly se those around her.
contrivance.
44 Holy Mary!” she continued, bend he was ill at ease in Britain. Those
But we shall be better convinced of cure. His assurance and presump
Roseline, was at this period, entering ing before the image of the virgin : who regarded the evident melancholy
the human origin of these revivals, tion are now as remarkable, as was her eighteenth year—the time when 44 register my vow. And now Stein- of the boy, ivould fain have.persuaded
when we consider, in the next place, his previous consternation and despair. the females of the south possess that ford,” she added,44 look on this scene Steinford to send him again, jo his na
the methods and instruments usually —From thinking meanly, he now comes ■ peculiar beauty, which unites the vivid once again; morning has crimsoned the tive land ; no feeling of pity instigated
employed to affect the minds of those to think of himself more highly than ; loveliness of youth with the maturer ocean, and the fresh air waves the or them ; they liked not the presence of
who are expected to be the objects of he ought to think. He is apt to be in ■ grace of womanhood ; hers were the ange boughs in the balcony. When in 4 the familiar’ as he was termed ; at
the revival, or who are brought within flated with the worst kind of pride— jtrue Italian embellishments ; the ver- Britain, if perchance you see yon glo their nightly orgies his. scornful stniles
pie sphere of its influence. These spiritual pride. He looks upon him ! million lips—the clear brown cheek rious luminary rise above yournorthern told of his contempt, and again his tear
njethods and instruments are three— self as the elect of heaven, the favorite ; over which the damask tinge rested— hills, say, will you remember Roseline ? ? ful eye spoke of sorrow for his master.
fear, sympathy, associated action. The of God, and upon all who have not the dark flashing eyes bespeaking a —will one thought be here ?”
One night, one eventful night, when
first and great aim.seems to be to drive passed through the same change, as j■ heart formed for devoted love; mingled
44 One thought ?” said Steinford, re after a crowded ball Henry conducted
the inquiring and anxious sinner to a the opposers and enemies of God. As! with an enchanting maiden delicacy, to proachfully ; 44 will not this spot cn- a lady to whom it was said he was to
state of complete hopelessness and he was formerly distinguished by ex-1I which often the Venitian females are gross
' \ to her
. 7 equipage
o ’ ' he' motioned
all ? My daily
fancies—my night- be united,
L J_______
\ „:n
i____r.i____
__________ k
’l.utter despair. To effect this, the most aggerating his sins, he is now equally?1 strangers—these were the few gems of T._
the Italian to approach
—t'i
:‘The
lady’s
ly dreams—_n
all, _allh _will
be of thee. You i+i,„
violent and impassioned appeals are' notorious for overrating his religious; worth an observer could at first discov wrong me—by my life you wrrong me, carriage,’ he exclaimed ; 4 seek for it
made, not to the reason, not to the gifts and graces.
' er ; the remainder glittered in the soul’s Roseline.”
Julio ;—thou must have him for thy
judgment, but to the imagination, the
Such is the process,' through which I casket. But Roseline’s love—her first 44 Saint Agnes grant I may,” she return page,’ he continued, addressing his
conscience and the feelings. The in the subject of a revival is made to love—and what love is so fervent as ed : 44 but my nurse in days of old, bid companion : but the boy started for
dividual’s natural guilt and total de pass ; and such is the state in which he that of youth ! was given ; and the me beware of English love; she used ward.
pravity, his utter enmity to God, and is usually left. I do’not pretend that heart’s affection of one, whose vows to say, the climate of the south fostered
4 Nay, nay, it cannot be,’ he remafkhostility to his law, ar-e held up to his I this is an’ exact representation of ev-: were to her the world alone she could the passion of the Italians; and tfi^t tremulously.41 am no hireling 'to
PUBLISHED BP
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transferred at Will,’ and the deep flush MBsagja».
acute, and he could address himself to lude ’to his sending for Lord Goderich i
A PROMISING YOUTH.
on his hitherto pallid cheek bespoke
those near him, expressed a fervent and Mr. Sturges Bourne, with a view j Joseph Beckenstocs, formerly of Ge*
his determination.
hope that his Majesty would adhere to to the new arrangement of the minis neva, was employed as waiter to the
4 Back, back, boy,’said Steinford, in Q^rEery Late and Important Keros from the line of policy now adopted, and try ; the former of them, that colleague Rensselaer School.
He professed $0
England. .
a tone of anger, thrusting him aside ;
which has been found so advantageous whom Mr. Canning had placed next to much piety, and even affected to weep
By the ship United States, arrived and honorable to the counU’y. Noth himself, as leader of the House of because his dress was not decent for at
4 you are unmindful of your station.’
OnW
As he spoke the countenancesof Julio at New-York, London papers to the ing-authentic had transpired on this Lords ; the latter, the oldest personal tending public worship. His conduct iftecho
altered, the crimson blood Waxed faint; 14th, and Liverpool to the 15th ult. subject, but the statement is believed friend of Mr. Canning in the Cabinet. and professions inspired confidence and place tl
•
I and it is added, that special messengers
the flashing eye beamed not; the curl have been received.
Courier.
excited sympathy. Clothes were fur aW
The
most
important
intelligence
i§
ed lip became still—he would have
were sent- to the King, at Windsor, to
The Swedish government has recent nished last week Ort Credit. He went a]so ch(
spoken—-but with a half-suppressed the death of Mr. Canning, which’event communicate the wishes of his noble-1
ly
concluded a treaty with Turkey for into his chamber to dress last Sabbath;
took place on the 8th, and is thus an minded and talented minister.—Globe.
sigh, he turned away to his errand.
the
free admission of their flag into the but instead of going to the church, Ke town tu
4 ’Tis a strange boy,’ again spoke nounced in the Liverpool Advertiser of From the first moment of his attack, Black Sea. It is said to be very favor crept out at a garret window, and es
Steinford ; 41 met him fit a post house the 14th :—
caped from the roof of a woodhouse
Hqn
Mrs.’Canning: in variably stated her full able to Sweden.
near Venice, where lie told me a la 44 Since our last the country has sus -conviction that -it would prove fatal ;
and disappeared.
The treaty of Commerce and Navi
mentable story of his love ; and ming tained a most severe and unlooked for and no symptom that occurred induced
Such rare-ripes in iniquity ought to
He
Dr
ling his tale with well timed flattery, in calamity in the death of Mr. Canning. her, for one moment, to change her gation between Sweden and the Uni be marked. He is about sixteen or
&
duced me to engage him.’ The car On Wednesday morning last, this dis gloomy anticipation. Upon Bir M. ted States was signed on the 4th of Ju seventeen years old ; is taciturn-—has
Da
riage of Lady Caroline M-—- was, at tinguished. statesman paid the debt of Tierney, who, it was resolved, should ly by Count Wittersledt and Mr. Ap rather a modest appearance, features
Ho
this moment, announced; presently it nature, having sunk in a few days un undertake the. painful commission, en pleton, our Charge d’Affaires.' The rather broad, light brown hair, and is
Di
Co
was gone, and Henry departed. To a der a violent inflammatory disease. tering Mrs. C.’s /apartment, the tedy treaty is founded an a system of per about five feet seven inches high.
Sci
gambling house in---- -he proceeded : Mr. Canning’s constitution had been implored him, in* w ild accents, to tell fect reciprocity.
Wore off dark brown clothes, a new
he was now become an adept in fash gradually, and of late, rapidly under her the worst; 44 But,” exclaimed she,
Mr. Moore is at present wholly oc napped hat, with crape, and new right
Ele
ionable vice, and 4 Steinford, the game mined by frequent attacks of illness, ag 44 I know’he is dead ; your looks are cupied in writing the Life of Lord By and left shoes.
RI
gravated by intense application to pub more than enough-;” and then relaxed ron.
ster,’ was his usual appellation.
No one wishes him to to be arrested
Ho
Those who have witnessed the hag lic business, and the extreme pressure into a paroxysip of despair. Sir Mat
or returned. But let hiL be noted and
Rii
One of the first banking houses iff remembered, to prevent his future dep
Set
gard look, the convulsive laugh, the of toil and anxiety which his recent el thew immediately saw that the commu
Naples has failed for 3,200,000 Ducats. redations.,— Troy Sentinel.
pager impatience, at th.e fall of the dice, evation entailed upon him.”
nication could not, with even remote
repk
can alone paint the scene which pre Lord Goderich had been fixed upon safety, be rhade ; -#nd instead of doing
Several of the Osage Indians were
sented itself to the gaze of Steinford ; by his Majesty as the new Prime Min so, tried ’to soothe the distracted feel oni visit to Faris, and excited much
Mr, Ritchie, the editor of the Rich Jienneb
but he heeded it not, and soon was en ister, which appointment would give an ings of the lady, by holding out hppes attention.
mond Enquirer, said in the year 1824, Keitel)
gaged in the game: the stake was large assurance that the cabinet would un he too well knew. Could not be realized.
Wells,
The provisional Government of among other very severe things, that 1 Saco,
—many thousands he threw, and won. dergo no material change.
The Duke of Portland communica Greece have passed votes of thanks to 44 HE WOULD DEPRECATE THE ELECTION OF piddefo
.—Infuriated at.his1 loss, Henry’s antag
Mr. Huskisson is spoken of for the ted to Mrs. Canning, on Wednesday
Gen. Jackson as a CURSE upon the j Buxton.
onist threw again,- and again lost. office of Chancellor of the Exchequer. evening, the fact of her husband’s The Pre si d'Ent of thé United Stàtes, country.’’ When the paragraph con I Hollis,
the King of Bavaria, and Mr. Eynard,
Then it was that the frenzied beggar
Mr. Canning’s funeral was to take death. The intelligence, though con
taining this sentiment was shown to the hymabi
uttered a maniack yell, as he exclaim place on the 16th in Westminster Ab veyed with all possible delicacy, gave for the great interest taken by them in Hero*, he sprang from his seat in a par I Alfred,
Berwicl
the affairs of suffering Greece.
ed, wildly—4 My wife--my.children— bey, and to be strictly private.
oxysm of rage, and exclaimed, 44 This South-I
Mrs. Canning a severe shock. She
all, all are ruined !—I will not be unre . By the aid of telegraphic communi was on Thursday rather more com
Ritchie is one of the d----- st rascals York,
Kittery
MAIS ABTÏCIÆS
vengedand with frightful vehe cation, Mr. Canning’s death was known posed.
that
walks unhung.”
’
"
/
Eliot,
mence, he hurled a lamp which stood in Paris ten hours after it had taken
This Ritchie is now the fast friend Sanford
Something remarkable was observed
NORFOLK, SEPT. 2.
near at his more fortunate adversary : place.
of Jackson, and the Hero, no doubt, I Shaplei
in the appearance of the body. For
the blow was not doomed to 'descend
The London Sun says, that the several hours, the features were so
thinks his new advocate one of the clev I Lebano
Water!
on him. The boy Julio had entered King’s choice of Lord Goderich as his. changed that they could not have been DISASTROUS INTELLIGENCE. erest fellows that is permitted to wear I Limerii
Mr. S wift, from Washington, N. C. his ears.
unobserved : on him the vengeful mis first minister has given great and gene recognized ; but in the course of the
Limin?
: Baroni
sile fell. The dark haired page receiv ral satisfaction. Lord G. is at present 9th, they resumed their original placid arrived here this afternoon, and com
■ Newfie
ed the blow’. , :
employed in making arrangements con aspect. During fiis delirium, his mind municated” to us the following intelli
Cornis!
PHENOMENON.
gence :
* Noble boy my life has been preserv sequent on his elevation.
was wandering on great political sub
For
some
nights
past
an
uncommon
The late gale which commenced on
ed by thee !’ exclaimed Steinford, and
The Traveller observes that what jects.
he received* the senseless form of the ever subordinate changes may be ef The King wrote with his own hand Saturday, 26th ult. was very severely brightness has been visible in the heav • Mr.I
ens, extending in the form of an arch
page in his arms.
fected by the removal of Lord G. to an order to bestow the vacant appoint felt at Washington, N. C. The town from East to West, and touching the 50 maj
was
in
a
measure
inundated
;
some
of
were r
4 He does but faint,’ he continued in the rank of Premier, the spirit of the ment of Commissioner of Customs on
the houses in Water street ha^J from 5 horizon at either extremity. About 10 the abo
a tone of alarm. Air ! and—let him government will be unchanged.
Mr. C.’s private Secretary, as a mark to 6 feet water in them. The tide rose o’clock it is most visible, and is some : a corre
have air 1—it is only a Swoon.’
The symptoms of Mr. Canning’s ill of respect for Mr. Canning’s memory. 12 or 15 feet above ordinary tides. A times seen, as it were, th emit clear
With speed the still lifeless form of ness, towards I o’clock yesterday af
Mr. C.’s constitution, it is stated, was
Julio was borne to an open -window.— ternoon (Wednesday the Sth) assumed too delicate, and his disposition too number of families were taken from particles of light which take a direction
Steinford tore from his head a black a more decided crisis than hitherto, and restless to bear up against his constant their dwellings in boats—the streets towards the earth, and are nearly simi
fillet, which the boy said concealed a it was ascertained that mortification 44 siege of troubles.” He had been af were literally covered with lumber, na lar to very vivid lightning.
Montreal paper.
wound; star there was none; but on had taken place in the region of the flicted for several years with maladies val stores, &c. and several pieces of
his snowy temple there appeared a deep left side, which appeared greatly to ex showing the diseased state of the al wrecks had drifted ashore. Two New
NEW CIDER MILL.
gash, from which no blood issued.
1 Kennel
tend. Notwithstanding some intervals imentary canal, and his habits of liv York and North Carolina Packet Schs.
The handkerchief was now untied, of sleep which the right honorable gen ing were hot calculated to counteract were driven ashore to the North of
The Hartford Mirror states that a I Kenne!
Wells,
and his vest opened—and to the aston tlemen had, his medical attendants per* them. He caught a violent cold at the Hatteras and have, gone mq pieces. A Mr. Farnham is exhibiting in that city ! Saco,
ishment of all present, the white bosom ceived that he was gradually sinking funeral of the Duke of York, which in schooner belonging to Rhode Island, a Cider Mill, which is said to be con- | Biddeft
of a female was exposed to view, while lunder
’ __ the effects of. the malady,
- — to-J creased them;« and
and
his constitution with a valuable cargo of Dry Goods, struefed upon new and improved prin Alfred,
Ground her neck depended a miniature. wards the evening, the lassitude and was 44 breaking up” when he was made &c. went ashore near Cape Hatteras— ciples. It is stated that this mill will Lyman
Hollis,
Oh 1 that sight struck deeply on the weakness produced by the mortifica Premier. He suffered most from the a great quantity of her cargo has drift grind from one and a half to t wo bushels I Bervic
heart of Henry : he knew the portrait tion becatne more manifest, and Mr. lumbago, and took another cold in re ed ashore.
of apples in a minute, and when worked e Sanforc
The
Cape
Hatteras
Light
Ship,
com

—he knew the dead girl’s form.
by hand it has ground at the rate of 1 Shaple
Canning wandered occasionally in turning from attending the King at
Ben
k Roseline!’ he exclaimed, in bitter mind ; but his powers altogether were Windsor, on the 30th, which brought manded by Capt. Holden, was forced more than thirty bushels per hour. ’ S,York,
anguish ‘your vow has not been brok gradually departing, and the extremi on a fit of this disorder. Since he enter from her moorings, and drove ashore The pumice is extremely fine. The I Kittery
Eliot,
en, you are indeed avenged !’
ties were weakening more and more, ed the Premiership, all his ailments to the south of Ocracock ; several of cost of a mill is from ten to fifteen dol Lebant
He prayed fervently for his death— and losing all perceptible life and mo have gone.on increasing until he was the crew, including the boatswain, were lars.
Cornisi
it came not—and he lived many years ; tion. About twelve o’clock last night carried off by a confirmed, though lin lost. Captain Holden and family got
Limins
George Curtis a colored man, belong- i Limeri
but if a broken heart testified repen- his approaching dissolution became so gering inflammation of the intestines. ashore on Portsmouth Island, (where
Water
tencc, Steinford’s was sincere.
apparent that an express was sent to During the last stages of that extreme they now are) in safety. Out of twen ing to Georgetown or Alexandria, D. C. : Parson
ty
sail
of
vessels
which
were
in
Ports

Rural Repository.
who has been sick for several days at Baxter
the King, at Windsor. Mr. Canning,, ly painful disease,-he was only occa
Newfii
during the early part of the night, had sionally and for a short time, delirious ; mouth Roads, only two rode out the the Quarantine Hospital, of small pox,
gale. It was more violent than the died on Friday. He exhibited a loath i
T
interviews
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Canning,
his
son
nor
did
he
at
any
time
cry'
out
in
his
SHEEP.
memorable one of 1815. A schooner some spectacle, and was in such tor- Ì Scat
and
daughter
;
he
had
nearly
Jost
the
agony
as
has
been
reported.
At
long
The English have had more reg*ird
was left high and dry on the wharf at ment that he rejoiced at the speedy i
to the form than to the fleeces of their power of speech, but was in full pos intervals he was perfectly sensible and Washington, and others drove against prospect of a termination to his suffer Mes
sheep, and most of the 44 millions in session of his faculties. The interview composed ; he had but little apprehen the bridge and carried it away.— ings. The resident-physician states, .! edly n
. there
that couFdry are of the long wool.ed was extremely affecting. Between one sion of. his immediate danger.
There is but one mill left standing that, had he survived, he would have i' It is n<
and
two
o
’
clock,
the
mortification
had
The
feverish
excitement
which,
has
large breeds. Fine wool for the man
within ten miles of that place. The been blind, deaf, and noseless.—[Pat. , return
ufacturers is imported from Saxony advanced over the trunk and was ex prevailed, in the immediate neighbor crops generally have been destroyed.
[• choice
tending
to
the
vitals.
About
the
latter
hood
of
Chiswick
for
some
days
past,
• and Spain. The Saxons have.given
Several dead bodies drifted ashore
; people
The
keeper
of
the
jail
in
Newbury

hour,
the
extremities
became
cold,
and
has
terminated
in
the
mortal
career
of
their attention to the fleeces, which
at Ocracock. Newbern, N. C. has al port, in going his rounds a few morn
a
group
of
death
tokens
appeared
rap

the
celebrated
individual
whose
unfor

they have brought to so great perfec
so suffered'by inundation, a new three
tion, that Spain possesses no flock that idly collecting upon the unfortunate tunate condition was the origin of it. story brick house and two or three ings since, was beset by two of the
prisoners, who discharged in his face Kenne
gentleman.
In
the
anti-chamber,
sev

The situation of Mrs. Canning is truly
can be compared with some of those in
warehouses have been swept away.
and eyes the contents of a large snuff Kenne
eral
official
persons
had
assembled
to
pitiable.
It
seems^
that
a
short
time
Saxony. Sheep of the Saxon race arc
WellsNo
intelligence
of
the
gale
further
pretty numerous in the neighbouring prepare the final report of the right before the decease of.her husband she than a little south of Hatteras had box, which came near suffocating the Saco—
Bidden
countries of Silesia, Moravia, &c. In honorable gentleman’s physicians, who was-conversing with him, and he then reached Washington, when Mr. Swift old gentleman. This was a trick “not Mfrea
to be sneezed at.”
France there are but, few flocks of pure were, all in attendance, and an express spoke with perfect calmness and com left there.
Lyma
Hollis
merino wool. The French import departed every half hour to Downing posure. As the conversation advanc
Bevivi
President Adams, accompanied by !
great quantities of fine wool from Spain street. About three o’clock, the state ed, however, ^.he observed that his
SouthCHARLESTON, AUG. 28.
the Hom. Edward Everett, visited the I Sanft
and Saxony, and they are now making of the right hon. gentleman became voice gradually grew weaker, and the
Col.
Edward
F. Tattnall has resign extensive manufacturing establishments t Sbafili
more
critical,
and
his
death
was
mo

signs
of
approaching
dissolution
in
his
efforts to introduce the • Saxon race of
Sheep into France. Some of the mentarily expected. It may be, per countenance alarmed her to such a de ed his seat as Representative of the in EoweZ/,'on Wednesday, the 5th inst. [ Watet
YorK
z French farmers have purchased sheep haps, necessary here to remark, that gree that she suddenly fainted, and in State of Georgia in the Congress of the Mr. Adams was in-Boston the next day. I litter
United
States,
on
account
of
his
bad
The Gazette says, he spent some time I- Bliotffof the English long wooled races, and during the last hour, Mr. Canning had this situation was carried out of the
Buxtt,
arc attempting to acclimate them in been altogether free from pain, and room by the'attendants. When she.re health. An election to fill the vacan at the Atheneum, to view the portraits, t Urtier
France. This long wool is in demand had been in a state of excessive drow covered, which was not for several cy, will probably be ordered for the busts, and the new arrangement of the beban
for the manufacture of smooth stuffs as- siness or stupor from which he could hours, she eagerly inquired respecting first Monday in October next. Messrs. rooms; and visited some family friends. [ Limin
bombazets, &c. It is admitted that the not be roused ; this is a necessary con the state of Mr. Canning.'' She fran R. H. Wild, Alfred Cuthbert, and Thi^. visit was entirely without parade, j Parso
Neivfi
English sheep eat twice as muqh as the sequence to the mortification. This tically implored of those around her to James M. Wayne, are spoken of as and When he came into the Atheneum, ' Carmi
state of languor continued until ten let her know the worst. It had, how candidates to fill the vacancy.
he was wholly unattended. But few ;
merinos.
in the reading room knew that he was;
M. L. de Chateauvieux says the me minutes and a half before four o’clock, ever, been previously agreed, by the
there. His health appears to have im°!
-WASHINGTON, SEPT. 6.
rino sheep are so multiplied in Europe, when Mr. Canning expired, without advice of the physicians, that she
that there must necessafily be a re any apparent pain or struggle. The should not be suddenly informed of
Ki
Col. David Brearley, U. S. Agent proved.—-SaZm Gazette.
Gazeti
duction in the price of their' wool. He melancholy occurrence was known al v/hat had happened, and she was there for the emigrating Creek Indians, left
thinks t’qe price of the superfine wool most immediately, to Mrs, Canning and fore prevented from proceeding into the Seat of Government yesterday, on
The remarkable luminous appear- j thè vo
from.the Saxon merinos will continue the family. The despatches transmit the roonnn which the corps lay. The his return
Georgia, whence he will, ances here on Thursday - evening the nebec,
to maintain a high price, because there ted by King’s messengers1 were closed body of Mr. Canning is frightfully at as soon as practicable, set out for the 27th ult. were observed at sea by Capt Kings!
are but few persons who will bestow by hah past four o’clock; they'were tenuated. He is so' greatly changed, Arkansas country, with that portion of Wajton, of the ship Dalhousie-Castle,in! 1124—
that care and attention on their flocks sent to the King, at Windsor, to the •that those who were most intimately the Creek nation that shall have con- lat. 42,12, N. and Ion. 62, 9, W.
Pen
which*these small and delicate sheep Duke of Sussex, to all the Ministers, to acquainted with his person, would not , sented to remove. The country which
require. He expresses an opinion that the Foreign. Ambassadors, to Kensing now recognise it. • '
The Haverhilf Gazette states that! votesi
has been selected by Colonel B. and
Times of Thursday.
th«3 Saxon sheep come from the race of ton Palace, to the Duke of Portland,
the exploring party of Creeks, for the tho Steamboat for the Navigation of the the
Duke
of
Devonshire,
&c.
>
The
cour

Sagovia i.i Spain, and that most of the
Ministerial Arrangements. The emigrants, is a portion of the territory Merrimack’is completed, and only waits Parsör
other merinos in Europe proceed from ier to Windsor travelled post-and four. first step taken by his Majesty, after purchased from the Osages, on the Ar- the arrival of her engine, which is dai The s;
i
Evening paper.
the race of Leon, which is larger and
the death of Mr. Canning, may be re kanzas River, west of the Arkanzas ly expected. The engine is to he on ihirtec
more vigorous, but less fine. [Abridg It is stated, that Mr.sCanning, in one garded as eminent for its kindness to Territory, and is represented as a de the principle of those butlt.by Dr- Wads SoiTiej'
«Un, 6
! of those intervals when pain was less ; the memory of the deceased. We al- lightful and fertile region.
ed from the Bulletin dès Sciences.]
Kat. Int. worth of Providence.,
Bos.

Messi s. Dunlap, Megquire and Mace, are
elected Senators in Cumberland County.—
In Lincoln, it is thought two of the opposition
J
Ie U«
-IIc
MIÄTVH.BA'jr SEPT. 15, 1327. list are elected.—We shall probably be ena
1 Reeled to,.
bled to furnish the result of the election in
ELECTION.
; not<lecent¡.
nearly all the counties in this State, next
ip. Hi
r- s Co ])n Monday last the annual election for week.
' 1
t choice of State and County officers, took
«d conftdentti
clothes wert!'jace throughout this State. In this County
FROM GIBRALTAR.
credit.
Representative to the U. S. Congress was
ress jas. o !.1o chosen, to supply the vacancy occasionThe schr. Fox, arrived at Baltimore
to the ch & r
^em*se
Burleigh .--.In this on the evening of the 6th inst. in thirty
days from Gibraltar. A few days be
wind
' C>n the votes were
f
an|i|
for governor,
fore the Fox sailed an order had been
01 a ^ood^QN ENOCH LINCOLN,
received at Algesiras, to have a num

HtOBÀTS MÖTXOZiS.

GRAND STATE

LOTTERY.

At a. Court of Probate holderi at Alfred,
within and for the County of York, on the
first Tuesday of September, in the year of
FIFTH OZiJLSS.
our Lor d eighteen hundred and twenty-sev For the benefit of a bridge at Sullivan Ferry
en.
N the petition of ABIGAIL BACHEI - TO BE DRAWN AT THE TOWN HALL IN PORT
LAND,
DER, administratrix of the estate of
Joshua Bachelder, late of Sanford, in said
On
the
3d
Oct.
at three (f clock*
county, deceased, representing that the per
MARRIED—In Wells, on Tuesday eve sonal estate of said deceased is not sufficient
ning last, Mr. Moses Wescott, to Miss to pay the just debts which he owed at the
Mary Ann Rankin, both of Wells.
time of his death, by the sum of ninety-nine
In Saco Mr. Peter Eaton, of Buxton, to dollars and nineteen cents, and praying for
4 PRIZES J1000 is $4000
Miss Elizabeth C. Libby, of Saco—Mr Will a license to sell and convey so much of the
4
$200
$800
iam Emerson, to Miss Lucy P. Warren, both real estate of said deceased as may be neces
of Saco.
8
$100
$800
sary for the payment of said debts and inci
ber of persons there and in the neigh In Dover, Mr. John Stevens, of Sanford, to dental charges:
SENATORS,
ioiquity oJ
16
.$25
$400
234
borhood immediately tried for an al Miss Mary-Jane Mitchel, of Dover.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
Hon. George Scamman,
In Lebanon, by Rev. James Weston, Mr. tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
40
aLout
233
15
600
Dr. Caleb Emery,
leged revolutionary movement. It was James B, Shapleigh, of Sanford to Miss Olive
237
all persons interested in said estate, by caus
; is taciturd Gam’l E. Smith, Esq.
120
'
’
7
840
also
reported
that
there
was
a
strong
Lord, of Lebanon.
2
an’l Goodenow, Esq.
ing a copy of this order to be published- in the
earance, fj D
band of revolutionists in the mountains, In Philadelphia, Mr. Adam Dialogue, to Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kennebunk, 1200
25
4
4800
Hon. Mark Dennett,
Miss Sarah Hamilton.—
[Some little Di in said county, three weeks successively, that
19
rowi( ^ir,aJ Dr. Moses Swett,
near Malaga. There was a Spanish alogues
may now be expected.]
20
they may appear at a Probate Court to be 1392 Prizes.
inches Col. Isaac Emery,
$12,240
squadron at Algesiras of one large cor At St. Michaels, July 19th, Capt. Thomas holden
2
at Kennebunk, in said county, on the
1 clothes, 11 Scattering,
Nye, jun. of Fairhaven, to Miss Amelia third Monday in October, next at ten of the Tickets
vette,
two
brigs,
two
hermaphrodite
Halves
Quarters $1 COUNT?
TREASURER.
daughter of Thomas Hinckling, clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
and newtj
Eighths
cts.
brigs, and two large schooners, who Chambers,
Elder Henry Smith,
Esq. American Consul at St. Michaels.
have, why the prayer of said petition
Tickets and parts in a great variety of
accasionally went out for a few days, In Dorchester, Rev. Daniel Lancaster, of they
REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.
should not be granted.
numbers for sale at
and on one occasion had captured three Gilmanton, N. H. to Miss Ann E. Lemist.
194
JONAS CLARK, Judge ofsaid Court.
J. K. REMICH'S Bookstore.
hiln k
Hon. John Holmes,
In
Boston,
Rev.
John
Thornton^
Kirkfond,
nirn be notedii. Rufus McIntire, Esq.
46
valuable smuggling vessels. A small D. D. President of Harvard University to A true copy—Attest,
Persons holding prize Tickets in the former
( nt his future Scattering,
9
CUTTER ALLEN, Reg'r.
classes of the Cumberland and Oxford Canal
patriot privateer of one gun had been Miss Elizabeth Cabot, daughter of the late Sept. WM.
15.
Lottery, have an opportunity to exchange
tinel.
,
-w®©«-«'decoyed under the guns of the Spanish Geo. C. Esq.
^EPRESENTATIVE TrOCONGRESS. ship Diana, of 21 guns, from Havana, In London, Mr. Woolsey, was lately mar At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with them.
Kennebunk, Sept. 14, 1827.
ried to Miss Silk. It was a threadbare union,
in and for the County of York, on thefirst
litor of the S
Holmes. Meint. Scat.
by her hoisting French colours, and the
first being eighty-two and the latter sev
46
9
Tuesday id September, in the year of our
194
in the
tne yeatl||nnebuuk_pol.t> 218
had been captured and carried into enty-seven.
13
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty seven.
SALLY NASON,, administratrix of the
39
209
'vere things,(¡ells,
Cadiz. This affair had gained the
estate of Thomas Nason, late of San HSlHE. Subscriber intends going to BOS*
124
157
OBXTUABY.
E THE ELECTIMP’
Spanish captain great credit for his ex
TON early rn October, and conse
ford, in said county, deceased, having pre- II.
83
32
rse
traordinary bravery. During the Fox’s
. sented her account of administration of the quently money is an indispensable article, he
92
30
wishes those physicians and others indebted
estate of said deceased, for allowance :
R? paragraftiijs,.
162
4
stay at Gibraltar, there had passed up
ORDERED, That the said administra to him to make payment previous to that
27
• was showntJman'
83
the
Straits
a
great
many
men
of
war
1 hi| Seat?,'fcck,
70
trix give notice to all persons interested by time.
139
to reinforce the different squadrons
JOHN LILLIE.
causing a copy of this order to be published
52
87
September 15.
exclaimed, “|uth-Berwick,
62
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
now going to act as armed mediators
70
e d—-si'rJrk,
48
Gazette,printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
173
between the Greeks and Turks. Of
95
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
5
|ttery,
the
English
there
were
several
ships
of
58
68
DIED—In this town, Widow Anna Eme to be held at Alfred, in said county, on the
’W the fast fe-nford,
the line & frigates, several French ships ry, aged 80 years.
27
first Tuesday in January next, at ten of the WOS. G. MOODY Agent for the Protec75.
93
tion Insurance Company of Hartford,
14
56
Hero, no Mapleigb,
217
of war, and one or two Dutch; and In Limerick, Miss Betsey Stimson, aged clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, it any W
144
53.—In Parsonsfield, very suddenly, Maj. they have why the same should not be allow Conn, offers to insure HOUSES, STORES,
27
ate one of Mban un’
r;
the heavy Russian squadron was daily Samuel Fox—-A child of Dea. Levi Weeks, ed.
MILLS, FACTORIES, BARNS and the .
78
116
•
.
aterborough,
contents of each, together with every other
Permitted to Lerick,
expected to arrive on its way up. aged 7 months.
136
5
JONAS CLARK,
similar species of property,
139
29
imington,
None of the American ships of war had In Cornish, Mrs, Catharine Pendexter, ■A true Copy—Attest,
322
aged 53.
WM. C. ALLEN, Reg'r.
14
Against Loss or Damage by
__
kr&msfield,
been
at
Gibraltar,
since
the'
Java
pas

Sept 15.
59
In Dover, Capt. Wm.Twombly, aged 70—
¡ewfield,
22'
sed
up.
The
French
had
done
noth

LENON.
brnish,
an
officer
of
the
Revolution.
112
14
ing against the Algerines except block In Boston, Mr. Henry Wainwright, mer At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred,with
asf an unco®
Total
in and for the County of York, on thefirst
144
chant. The circumstances of his death were
The rates ot premium are as low as of arfy
1928'
2170
Tuesday of September, in the year of our other similar institution in the cmintry.
J.sible in the
McIntire is probably elected by about ading the harbor.
truly distressing. He had recently arriv
All business very dull at Gibraltar *, ed from a visit to England, bringing with him Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven. Kennebunk, Sept. 15» . ■
form of an| major-ltys as> we- understand that there
a daughter, who had been settled in that ON the petition of Thomas Savage, ad
many vessels waiting for freight.
ministrator of the estate of Joshua
and touchingere many scattering votes in addition to
country, and her three children. Tn the
Boston Patriot.
midst of this joyous re-union of long separat Grant, late of York, in said county, deceased,
remity. AboiHe abovet of which we are unable to obtain
representing
that the personal estate of said
ed friends, Mr. Wainright was suddenly cut
isible, and is street list,
HE Stockholders of the KENNEBUNK
FROM BUENOS AYRES.
off by an extraordinary accident. He went deceased is not sufficient to pay the jus?re, t6 emit t|
BANK are hereby notified that their
Files of Buenos Ayres4 newspapers to the to a bathing-house for the purpose of sea bath debts which he owed at the time of his death
annual meeting for choice of Directors will
21st of April have been received at Wilming ing, and several hours after, his lifeless body by the sum of fifty-seven dollars and thirty
ch take a dirol
SÈNATORS.
ton, (N. C.)
was found on the flats in Cambridge. It is nine cents, and praying for a further license be held at said Bank, on Monday, 'the first
d are nearly si
ft
Co
On the 7th of March, a Brazilian ¡squadron, supposed his death was occasioned by the to sell and convey so much of the real estate1 day of October next, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
b
o
itnihg.
By order of the President and Directors.
R S
S. o »
bs consisting of four vessels of war manned with cramp, or by a sudden dizziness of the head, of said deceased as may be necessary for the
R. a
^4.
3
II. CLARK, Cash'r.
S
654 men, attacked the small establishment of to which he was subject. He was a respect payment of said debts and incidental charges:
Montreal^
s
3
Sept. 14,1827,
ORDERED, that the petitioner give notice
Patagonas, but were repelled with the loss able and amiable man, universally esteemed.
ß
o r*
3
of three of their vessels captured, and the He was about recommencing his business, thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and to
lR MILL, ennebunk,
234 233.237
2 25 19 20 fourth got a-ground and went to pieces, and which he had been compelled, by misfortune, all persons interested in said estate, by cau»
about forty of her crew perished. Of the to suspend.
ing a copy of this order to be published in
irror states t^nnebunk.p.. 185 184 81 124 36 36 17
AKES the liberty to inform his friends
In Westmoreland, N. H. Mrs. Cecelia the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
160 160
7 153 44 44 44 vessels captured, one mounted 20 guns and
and former customers that the sale of
ubiung
Harvey, aged 68. Her death was occasioned bunk, an said county, three weeks successive
238 232. 2 236 134 134 127 the others three guns each.
^foreign tickets being prohibited by the laws
by taking three opium pills given her by mis ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court
is said to hiddeford,
43 40 20 23 94 95 88
to be holden at York, in said county, on the of his own state, he has taken a LOTTERY
take for bilious pills.
FROM CHILI.
6 37 00 56 135 155 91
nd improvedilfred’
In New-Haven, Cwi. Hezekiah Wyman, ^rst Tuesday in November next at ten QFFICE in Philadelphia, where he b s
Capt. Lqw^ arrived at Gloucester, from
82 8' 30
1
5
5
that this<^
96 40 50 56 75 97 53 Valparaiso, reports that during the latter Esq. of Bath, Me. for Many years High Sher of the clock in the forenofen, and sh.ew cause, for sale TICKETS in all the popular Lot
if any they have, why the prayer of said pe teries in the United States, some of which
half to twobferwick,
115 115 115 00 24 24 28 part of May, and first part of June, more rain iff of Lincoln County.
are drawn every weeka??</as they are not
In N ewton, Mr. William Sewall, of Boston, tition should not be granted.
109 100 00 30 70 67 68 fell in Chili than ever was known bv the old
. and when tfmford
JONAS CLARK, Judge ofsaid Court.
yet denied the privilege of writing, he would
aged
37, of the late firm of Johnson Sc Sewall.
est
inhabitants.
It
swept
off
most
of
their
2
2
278
32
279
00
247
iid at the
inform them that all letters enclosing ten
A true Copy—Attest,
50 52
1 49 77 78 78 grist mills and 1500 houses at Santiago. It
dollars and upwards for tickets, he will pay
WM. CUTTER ALLEN; Reg'r.
ushels per iork,
60 60 30 30 124 124 124 was estimated that the damage done would
the postage both ways, and those from five to •
Sept. 8.
00 00 00
1 92 92 92 amount to two millions of dollars. The riv
remely fine, jftery,
ten he will pay the postage to, him, and all
57 56 20 35 73 72 72 ers rose so rapidly that the mail was not re
At a Court ofProbate holden at Alfred, with sums less than five dollars the postage must
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15 15 13. 1 158 158 158 ceived from Santiago, a distance of 90 miles,
in and for the County of York, on thefirst be paid by the writers. All letters directed
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administratrix of the estate of Abra
September 1.
• Alexandria,li’arsonsfield,
20 20 20 00 2§o^ 280 York from Havre, came passenger Mr.
ham Emmons, late of Lyman, in said county,
GO 60 10 55 55 58 59 Rumpff, Plenipotentiary from the Han
ar several tWxtYn’
deceased, representing that the personal es
38 36 50 10 40 48 35 seatic Republic in France. He has KENNEBUNK, SEPTEMBER 15. tate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay
sital, of s J|Ic'vfieHthe just debts which he owed at the time of
come to his country on a special mis
e exhibited aIf Total,
________
___________
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death, by the sum of two hundred and
sion, probably to make â new commer Saco, Sept. 10—Ar. schs. Rebecca,Woods, his
was in such ..Scattering, 98.
Labrador, with 78,000 fish ; Adno, Patterson, forty-six dollars and fifty-six cents and pray
cial
Treaty
:ed at the spü Messrs. Dennett and Swett, are undoubtdo. with 80,000 fish.—Sailed, 9th schs. Speed, ing for a license to sell and convey so much ■WTETOULD inform all three who arcin'*
debted to him either by Note or. or.
iation to bistóly re-elected, and from the above returns
Sears, Providence ; Mary and Betsey, Ba of the real estate of said deceased a $may be
for the payment of said debts and account, that their dues mast be paid on or
Niles’ Register of the 8th inst. states ker, do. ; Sally, Kelly, do ; Fame, Lewis, do. necessary
t physician she re-election of I. Emery seems probable,
before the 25th of September next, as all his
10th, schs. Colombia, Morrill, do.; Hope incidental charges;
ed, he WÓ11W not improbable, however, when correct that the Address of the General Con
ORDERED,—That the petitioner give no demands which are unsettled at that time
and Phcebe, Harding, do.; Dorcas-Hawes,
] noseless.-íetürns are made, it will be found that no vention which assembled at ^Harris Burgess, do.; New-Hope, Crowell, do.; A- tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, will be left with an Attorney for collection.
and to all persons interested in said estate, by
Kennebunk, Aug. 31, 1827.
___
hoice of a third Senator is effected by the burg, with a great mass of statistical zof, Smith, do.
causing a copy of this order to be published
matter, is nearly ready for publication. Salem, Sept. IQ.—The sloop Eliza, Bow it? the Kennebunk Gazette* printed in Kenne
; jail in Ne«lfeof)Ie'’
en, sailed on Thursday afternoon, bound to bunk in said county, three weeks successive
nunds a few R
—
Wells, Me. and anchored in the evening in ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court
:et by two of
REPRESENTATIVES.
SUMMARY.
Misery harbor. Same night she dragged her to be holden at Kennebunk, in said county,
,
• dfennebunk—Edward E. Bourne,
Fi;re.—A Fulling Mill, Carding Machine, anchors and struck on the Haste, knocked on the third Monday in October next, at
marged in "lfynnebunk-ftort—Daniel W. Lord,
Grist Mill and a two-story building, contain off her sternpost, &c. and bilged, where she ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
ts of a w^Wells—Nicholas Gilman,
mg from 150 to 200 bushels of Grain, were now remains. She had on board 13 bbls, flour, cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
WOULD inform the inhabitants of this
mr suffocatin^aeo—George Parcher.
destroyed by fire, in Winthrop, on the morn which were stove—she was insured in Bos said petition shodld not be granted.
and the neighboring towns, that he
Seth Spring*
ing of the 30th ult. Loss estimated at $4000. ton to the amount of $1000.
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court.
has removed to Cat-Mousuhi Falls, (so call
US W’HS a tr Ci
—John Say ward, jun.*
A true Copy—Mttest,
Ar. at Boston, 8th, brig Leonidas, Ward,
S
uicides.—A young man, named Edmund
ed,). in this town, where he carries on the
Lyman—Nathaniel Hill.
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg'r.
E. Stone, of Limerick, aged about 22 years, of this port, St. Ubes, 11th July, via Ken
Wollis—Abijah Usher, jun.*
CLOTH DRESSING
Sept.
15,
_______________________________
_
nebunk
;
9th,
brig
Ivory
Lord,
Perkins,
of
committed suicide on the 3d inst. by shooting
. Berwick—- William Weymouth.
Business in all its branches—and v ill be
this
port,
St.
Ubes,
3d
Aug.
himself
through
the
body.
On
the
morning
, aCCOmpan^owrA-SerwzU—Thomas Goodwin, 3d*
happy to receive the favors of his former
of that day, under pretence of going in search
Ar. at New-York Sept. 9, brig George,
’vprett visfe«ford—Timothy Shaw.
friends and customers and assures them that
of pigeons, he took his gun and left home. Lewis, from St. Petersburg.
—Aaron''Hubbard,*
THE
undersigned
having
been
appointed
he will work as cheapi as any other person in
His protracted absence caused alarm, and
Ar. at Baltimore, 7th, ship Galen, St. Pe
irlfigesia Waterborough—Andrew Roberts.*
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of this vicinity.
q
after considerable search, his body was found tersburg, 5^—off the Potoma® passed ship
esday, W^To^^^Charies O, Emerson.
the
Probate,
for
the
County
of
York,
Com

Kennebunk, Aug. 31,1827k
in
a
state
of
putrefaction,
on
the
morning
of
Constitution,
of
Kennebunk,
bound
down.
Boston the ^Kittery—Joshua T. Chase,
the 6th inst.
Ar. at Alexandria, 4th, sch. Mary, Tarbox, missioners to receive and examine the claims
i
James Goodwin.*
of the creditors to the estate of
he Spen <- nuxton—William Waterman.*
A man named Wheeler Dyer, of Hollis, of, Saco.
Clapboards
THOMAS RICKER,
view the
-Simon Fogg.
committed suicide by drowning himself, on
late
of
Berwick,
in
said
County,
Tanner,
de

Ar.
at
Liverpool,
14th
nit.
brig
Missionary,
the
morning
of
the
2nd
inst.
He
leaped
from
QAAA
FIRST quality clapboards and
arrangeO1CÜTy<?^aw6n—Thomas M. Wentworth, jun.*
ceased, intestate, and the. term of six months OO®
100 M. Good Laying shingles
a bridge which crosses the Saco River, at Lord, of this port, from New Orleans.
fm^^D^ngton—In atharfiel Clark*
is
allowed
unto
the
said
Creditors
for
bring

some 1
•' Parsonifieid—Miner Kezer.*
At Aux Cayes, 5th ult. brig Ferox, Lord,
for Sale by
Salmon Falls. To the effects of intemper
ing
in
their
claims
^.nd
proving
their
debts.
—
ely Without—Gamaliel E. Smith,
GREENOUGH & BOD WELL.
ance may be ascribed this instance of self- of this port, the only American in port.
Hereby give notice that vze will attend that
murder.
Sept. 1.
into the kW’Cormsh—Phillip Hubbard.*
service
at
the
dwelling
House
of
James
VESSELS SPOKEN.
attended.
*Not members of the House last year.
Peaches.—This delicious fruit ris selling
1st. inst. lat. 41,30, Ion. 64', brig Eliza, of Woodsom, in said Berwick, on the last Sat
in Philadelphia at 12 1-2 cents the bushel— and four days from Saco, for Surinam.
urday of this and on the last Saturdays of
nappe™st»b‘
z
-^8^in New-York, from 37 1-2 to 50 cents the
Sept. 5, lat. 41 30, Ion. 58^,' brig Mexican, the five following months, from t wo to five
in Portsmouth, N. H. at three dol Kennebunk, from New-York, for Liverpool. o’clock in the afternoon.
r
Kennebec Coünty.— ’he Hallowell peck
lars the bushel, and in Kennebunk, at 8s the —Aug. 8, lat. 48, 22, Ion. 18,16, brig Leander,
"gn^ AN AW AY from the subscriber awinWILLIAM SMITH.} ComMnm.
-Gazette of the 12th inst. gives |£ie result of bushel.
dented apprentice,by the name of'AJnof Salem, for St. Petersburg.
'
'he votes in ten towns, for Senators, in KenBerwick, Sept. 10th, 1827.
ivard Doneen.—All persons are forbid har
Passed Aug. 23, lat. 43, Ion. 36, a ship stand
3 luinfti0BS Jaebec, viz.’‘Cushman, 1536—Cutler, 1275—. Pro & con.—A Jackson paper published
bouring or trusting said boy on my account»
at Troy, N. Y. relates, as an evidence of his ing to the eastward, with F. D. in her fore
as I shall pay no debts of his contracting—
irsday eVeJ'lKfngsbury, 1115—Williams, 1315—Fuller, popularity, that the “ Life of Gen. Jackson,” topsail.
and all persons are hereby forbid employing
pved at sea y 1124_-Wellington, 464—Scattering, 3.
worth about seventy-five cents at the Book
g HDS. N. E. RUM, just received and for said boy as they would avoid , the penally of
stores, recently sold at Auction, in that town,
Dalhousie-W
____
1 sale by -JOS. G. MOOM at Saco the law.
for $6 25.—The N. H. Republican, publish
BENJAMIN DAY.
Ion. 62, 9, ’ Penobscot County.—The result of the ed at Dover,-as an offset to this story, says
prices. He will constantly be supplied
S persons have been in the habit of ta
Kennebunk, August 24,, 1827.
with
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article.
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a
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print
of
the
Gener

—-r
votes in eleven towns, for Senator, is given in
king down fence, and passing through
Gazette staiei:he Bangor Register of Wednesday—viz. al, was put up at Auction, a fdw days since,
the subscribers’ land, near Mr. Samuel Buz- fully requested to call.
Sept. 15.
in the vicinity of that town, and after much zels, and from thence to the Sea, very much
HE Liberal Preacher, for Septem
he NavigatlOI'!i-iarsons> Sil—Wilkins,153—Scattering, 118.
trouble was sold for a nine-pence—another to their injury; they therefore forbid all
ber, is received and ready for delivery
to subscribers.
ilctedi
same PaP8r contains the votes givfomin was put up but found no bidders. Frequent persons, passing or repassing the same with
->n(rine. wbicL|ourteei) towns, for Member of Congress, for calls were made for Prints of Mr. Adams, teams, under penalty of being prosecuted.
The Baptist Magazine, for September,
is received at
HARRISON MURPHY,
’
is to Somerset and Penobscot District, viz. But- but they were all sold, “ while his stock of
A
good
assortment
of
Justice
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore?
Jackson prints remained almost undimin
- BENJAMIN LEWIS.
■C built hy^1' f11 an* 618~"Hodsdon, 321—Scattering, 14.
Kennebunk, Sept. 8,182f.
ished.” ,
Kennebunk-port, Sept. 12 1827.
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THE WH1ATH

From the Rural Repository.

THE BETRAYED.

*
OH come to the beach and gaze with me,
On the beauties of the dark blue sea:
Mark you that varying streak of light,
As it streams from the silver Queen of night.
How it quivers along the ocean tide.
As trembles a fair and new made bride
Mark you the stars that shine below,
They seem in the waters deep enow—And mark you that fair, and gallant bark,
That sports like the fawn in its native park >
’Tis mv own light vessel which yod see
And thou fair maid must go with me.
#

*

*

*

A tear rush’d quick to the maiden s eye,
She trembled and yet she knew not why ;
Her heart recoiled and her cheeks grew pale,
And she shrunk as she view’d that snow
white sail;
But he took her hand—which she did not
cJc
And lo! they are now on that bright boat’s
deck ;
. ,
Yet oh ! she will mourn that evening’s stroll,
Though with him she loved as her own bright
soul ;
For a fiend has lured her from friends and
home,
A wav on the dark fickle sea to roam :
’Twas a pirate had won her and from that
main,
.
She was doom’d—oh ne’er to return again !

' V

i/

FAITH AND GOOD WORKS.
A gentleman relates that he once re
ceived a curious illustration on this im
portant subject from a person with
something of a clerical appearance,
with whom he happened to enter into
conversation, while riding along the
sea shore : 44 Sir,” said the stranger,
44 my opinion of the matter is this : let
us suppose that I am in a boat in that
bay, with two oars, one of which I call
Faith, and the other Good Works ? now
I want to proceed to that town at the
head of the bay : If I put out the oar
Faith, and pull with it I should only
pull the boat round without advancing
an inch. If I lay in Faith, and put
out the oar Good Works, I shall just
pull myself round and round only in
an opposite direction : but if I pull
both oars Faith and Good Works, and
give the boat’s head the proper direc
tion; then I shall be certain of arriving
at the wished-for haven.”

Bears. A Canadian Indian recent
ly had a furious contest with a bear,
which he had wounded in the woods
while hunting. The bear seized him,
but the Indian thrust his arm down his
throat and grasping the root of his
tongue, held it until he was strangled.
The Indian from loss of blood was
obliged to remain on the spot until the
next day.

A gentleman-connected with the Navy
Department in Portsmouth, N. H. says,
44 I have traced up io the poisonous source
VAEIETY^___of inebriation, every case of mortality
has occurred [among seamen]
*"hereditary insanity;“ which
since I came here, with but one solitary
By great temperance in living, and exception.”
avoiding mental emotion and exertion
as mitoh as possible, insanity may be To the Honourable Justices of the Court of
prevented, even where the predisposi Common Pleas, begun and holden at York,
and for the County of York, on the
tion to it is strongly marked; till, at within
last Tuesday of May, A. D. 1827.
length, the predisposition itself is worn ^□g'UMBLY shew, Aaron Hamilton, of
■outT By looking at the subject in this JOL Shapleigh, in the county of York, aYeoman, and Lydia Hamilton his
point of view, that dread of insanity foresaid,
wife, in her right, Abigail Leavitt of said
which exists so strongly in many minds Shapleigh, widow, Andrew Haley, of said
way be greatly lessened, as it holds Shapleigh, Esquire and Betsey Haley, his
out a reasonable ground for expecting Wife in hei* right, and Abigail Hasty of York,
aforesaid, single woman, that they are seized
that the tendency to the malady may in fee simple, and as tenants in Common of
be gradually overcome, and that by and in certain Real estate, situated in rhe
County of York, and bounded as follows, to
simple and practicable means.
wit, one tract, lying in the town of York, on
Lances.
the Easterly side of the road, leading from
Doughty’s Falls, to York Court House, and

To! the Honourable Justices of the Court of
Common Pleas, holden at York, within
and for the County of York, on the last
Tuesday of May, A. D. 1827.
»ESPECTFULLY represents William
JOt- Durgin, of Newfield, in the County of
York, Gentleman, that he is seized in fee
and in common, of one undivided third part
of a certain tract of land with the appurte
nances lying in said Newfield, 8c bounded as
follows, to wit. Westerly by the road which
leads from Thomas Smith’s, in Newfield, to
Parsonsfield, North by land of Zebulon Lib
by, Easterly by land of Enoch Straw, and
Southerly by land of Thomas Smith Jun.
That your Petitioner is seized of the same
undivided third part in common with
John Thompson, James Thompson, Robert
Thompson, jun. and Stephen Thompson, and
others unknown.—He therefore prays that
his third part may be assigned, and set off to
him, to hold in severalty subject to any right
of dower in the premises described.
WM. DURGIN.
By JOHN HOLMES, hisAtt’y.

Rum, Salt & Flour.

By CHARLES WHIPPLE, Books^
N&ivburyport, [Mass.')

10 Hhdst W* I. Rum,
2 do. Santa Cruz, do.
50 do. St. Ubes Salt.
20 Bls. first quality Flour.
For sale by

FOR PUBLISHING BY SUBSCRIPTION, A NBfi

a

Gazetteer of Massachusetts .«
-—CONTAINING

J

JI General View of the State;

GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
Kennebunk, August 17,1827.

A Geograpical Description of its Situation
Soil, Mountains, Rivers, Roads and Canals!
Literary institutions, Commerce and Man^
OULD inform the Gentlemen of Ken factures; with the Constitution of Govern
nebunk and its vicinity, that he has ment, and a historical Sketch of Events, iron'
the first settlement to the present time; s
taken the shop lately occupied by Mr. James
List of all the Towns and places of consel
L. Ross, where he carrys on the
quence, alphabetically arranged; witht^
number of Inhabitants, Date of Incorporation
Boundaries and Distance from Boston; air
in a neat and fashionable manner. Those Lists of Churches, Ministers, Physlciaui
who may favor him with their custom may Lawyers and men of eminence; together
depend upon punctuality, and his endeavors with a great variety of Geographical J
Historical Notices of many of the Towns.
to please.
Kennebunk, August 11, 1827.

SAMUEL. MENDUM,

op

W

ri

Tailoring Business

SI'ATE OF MAINE.
York, ss. At the Court of Common Pleas,
begun and holden at York, within andfor
the County of York, on the last Tuesday
of May, A. D. 1827.
N the foregoing Petition, the Court or
der that the Petitioner give notice of
said Petition by causing an attested copy of
the same and this order thereon, to be pub IOTAS added to his stock many CHEAP
lished in the Kennebunk Gazette px inted at JOS. articles. He wishes those who may
Kennebunk, three weeks successively and by want to purchase would call.
Kennebunk-port, Aug. 18, 1827.
causing the said John Phompson, James
Thompson, Robert Thompson Jun. and Ste
phen Thompson, each to be served with an
attested copy of the same, the last of said
publications and said services to. be thirty
days at least before the term of this Court to
OF THE FIRST QUALITY»
be holden ,at Alfred in and for the County of
York, on the third Tuesday of October next, For sale by
that all persons interested may then and there
JOS. G. SfcSOODT.
shew cause, if any they have, why the pray
August 11.
er of said Petition should not be granted.
Attest—JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
A true Copy of said Petition and order there
on.
HE Subscribers would inform those who
Attest—JERE. BRADBURY. Clerk.
have promised in payment for
August 18.
____________ /______ .
old debts, that it is wanted immediately.—
Attention to this may save trouble.
GREENOÜGH & BODWELL.
August 11,1827.
WlOR sale a fine farm situated
on the Post Road leading to
Saco, about three miles from Ken
nebunk-Port, and two miles from
A TRACT of Land in Wells,
Kennebunk.—This farm contains about sev
/li on Mousum River, in the
enty acres and as to quality is not exceeded
county of York bounded as follows,
in town ; it never fails in crops of hay,
Ass*, beginning twenty feet Southeast
wheat, corn and potatoes. This farm has al
so qualities in water privileges—there are from Elijah Stevens house thence running 40
two mill privileges, and mills might be built feet Southeast or as said river runs, and ex
and made profitable; the stream runs tending 12 feet in width from the top of the
through the whole length of the farm.— bank of said river, containing 12 feet in width,
There are two fine springs within eight rods 40 feet in length, and also a certain strip of land
of the house, and a good well of water within in Wells aforesaid, bounded as follows, viz.
eight feet of the wood-house,—The dwelling beginning sixty-six feet Southeast from Eli
house is two stories, twenty by thirty feet, jah Stevens’house; thence running twenty
three quarters finished—it has a good cellar feet Southeast, or as said river runs. Foi’
and a large arch with many other conveni further particulars enquire of
BARTHOLOMEW BERRY,
ences ; The barn is thirty by thirty six, with
Portsmouth, N. H.
a large shed and is in complete repair. All
Aug. 11.
the materials, consisting of Carts, Sleds,
Harrow, Ploughs, Chaise, Slays, &c. &c. can
be obtained with the farm, together with the
stock, if desirable.

Addition of Stock

I. Jefferds,

O

CHder Vinegar.

BY JEREMIAH SPOFFORD, M. M. S. SOC,

T

Farm for Sale.
a

For Sale.

SELLING
ofÇ Cheap.
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in
?
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CONDITIONS.
The work will be published in ahandsoJ ind
duodecimo volume of about 350 pages, well bei,,
bound and lettered, with a neai Map of ty à'iiq
State, to be delivered to subscribers at oj
pia
dollar and twenty-five cents, payable on
pai
livery.
Persons who obtain and become response èîïit ,i(
ble for six copies, shall receive a seventh g]J lar^ || I
proportion
for a ïargel / | y
tis, and in the same
-----------~ <
number.
,
The work will be ready for the press ij natj n
June next, and will be commenced in Julyj ger r;
a sufficient number of subscribers is obtai?
abq
ed to justify the expense.
ser at
May 1.
HZ’Subscriptions for th? above work will'
be received at the Bookstore.

HAT?

Cotton improper for Wounds.'—The is bounded Northeasterly by land set off to
real cause of the ill effects of cotton the heirs of Amos Hasty, Southeasterly by
Emery’s land, Southwesterly by said
when applied in the dressing of wounds Joseph
Joseph Emery’s land, and by the Highway,
is to be seen in its formation. On view- Southwesterly by Nathaniel Walker’s land
' ing the fibres of cotton in the micros containing thirty acres more or less.
Also one other tract of land, situate in said
—ALSO—
cope, an8 under considerable magnify i York,
and bounded as follows, viz. Northeast
ing powers, it will be found that each erly by said road, and Southerly and West Álot of land situated on the old Post Road
John Seavey’s and Daniel Patten’s
fibre is fiat, like a ribbon, with sharp erly by Joseph Emery’s land, Northerly by near
land, containing about fifty acres.—There is
Neal
’
s
land,
and
Northeasterly
by
land
set
edges ; which, no doubt, set in lacera off to the heirs of Amos Hasty, excluding a finé pasture joining the road, of about < ORD & KINGSBURY about making
a new arrangement in their business
ting, instead of healing the wounds. therefrom one acre of land with the buildings twelve acres, and the same stream of wa JLj
will sell their present stock of goods at a re
ter
runs
through
this
that
runs
through
the
The fibres of flax or linen, on the con thereon, which was also set off to the heirs other farm ; the rest of the lot is woodland, duced price.
All those that are indebted are requested
trary, when viewed in the microscope, of Amos Hasty.
And that the said premises are owned in and would make a snug little farm.
to make payment immediately.
under similar circumstances, and espe Common
by your petitioners, and Nathan
ALSO,
August 2, 1827.
cially when the flax has been dressed Hasty of said York, Yeoman, and other per One acre and a half of salt Marsh, situated
in the best manner, present the appear sons to your petitioners unknown and that the on the north branch of Batsin’s river.
shares of your petitioners are as
Possession may be had in October next;
ance of highly polished cylinders beau respective
follows, viz, the said Abigail Hasty one fifth
whole of the above farm and lot will be
NEW convenient Store op
tifully transparent. Hence the supe part, the said Andrew Haley and Betsey Ha the
exchanged for the amount in navigation or
posite the Store of William
ley
one
third
of
one
fifth,
or
one
fifteenth,
the
riority of linen will be self evident.
property in either of the villages. For terms
Gooch Esq. in Wells.
Abigail Leavitt one fifteenth, and the annly to the proprietor.
And ft shows that the microscope will said
terms apply to William
said Aaron Hamilton and Lydia Hamilton
J
1 Thomas s. perkins. Gooch, Esq. atFor
Wells, or Mr. Samuel Ross,
frequently afford an unerring test of one fifteenth, & that your petitioners cannot nKennebunk-Port,
July 12, 1827.
at Kennebunk.
the real causes of the good or ill prop occupy and improve their said parts, to any
PHINEAS WELLS.
while the same lays in common
erties of substances when properly ap advantage,
S
the
public
might
have
an
impression
Wells, July 31.
and undivided as aforesaid, but wholly lose
that
my
third
would
be
an
objection
plied in their examination,
the profits thereof.—Wherefore they pray
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Salt Rheum

the
a cHIS inveterate disease which has solo®
baffled the art of the most experience bre Si
Physicians, has at length found a sovereie
div
remedy in
to;
DR. LAGRANGE'S GENUW pui
WJ
FEW CUTANEOUS diseases are® the o
with more reluctance by the Physician,® iba S'
none in which he is so universally unsucca rap
ful.
This Ointment has stood the test of expe and lr

T

rience and justly obtained an unparalleled«
lebrity. It immediately removes the scab, wMi
gives a healthy action to the vessels of tl
ara e:
skin, and its original colour and smoothness
Numerous recommendations might bed mol
tained of its superior efficacy, but the Pit ic fi I
prietor chose that a fair trial should! sdthi
its only commentator. It has in three orfe
weeks cured cases of fifteen and twenty yea
standing, that have resisted the power of« we
erv other remedy that could be devised.
esp:
It not only at once gives immediate relief
Salt-Rheum, but cures Tinea Capitis (cot sub
monly called SCALD HEAD) andallscabf ingi.
eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children.
the
T7*There is nothing of a mercurial natii \ pat
contained in it, and it may be used oni
fants and others under any circumstant er.
whatever.
bee
Sold Wholesale and Retail by the folh
ing agents.
David'Griffith, Portland; Delano & W Ch
ney, Boston; Isaac Hill, Concord, NJ. the
Putnam & Blake, Saco, and JAMES! infl e
REMICH, Kennebunk.
vile V
***Liberal discount to country dealers.
June, 1826.
eoply,| oft u

ÖW u
it I It
anc a
zie
pat p
thr i
call
Col
■ 37 1-2
me I
to any in wishing to purchase the above
HEATON’S noted ITCH 0IN
coi I
that notice may be issued in due form of Law
property, all doubt upon that head may be
MENT, which has stood the t|
—and that their said parts may be set off
me o
removed as I am ready to give my acquital to
and assigned to them in severalty
OR Sale 30 Casks S. S. Strained Oil, against all other ointment, the price
any purchaser.
which has been reduced from 50 to 1 tei o
And your Petitioners shall ever prav.
which is at Boston prices.
MARY PERKINS.
W( il
cents.
HAYES & COGSWELL,
IVORY JEFFERDS.
Altos, for petitioners.
...ALSO...
I effl
Kennebunk-port, Aug. 18,1827.
an I
Dr. Davenports Billions

TO LET.
A

A

1

AVALANCHE.
•
On the fourth of June, the town of
Goncelin, on the left bank of the Isere,
about five leagues from Grenoble, was
visited by a tremendous storm, which
did immense mischief, and spread con
sternation in the country round. The
rain fell in such abundance on a moun
tain which comrnands the town, that
the soil and trees which skirted it were
washed away, and large masses of stone
being detached, no fewer than forty
houses were destroyed, independent of
other damages. The number of per
sons who perished is unknown ; but
twenty-five bodies have been picked
up, and many other inhabitants are
missing. A considerable number of
domestic animals have perished, and
all the furniture and crops are destroy
ed. One hundred men of infantry
have been sent from Grenoble to clear
away the rubbish and aid the sufferers.

PLEBIAN PLEASANTRY.
An abbe, who was very fat, coming
late in the evening to a fortified city,
and meetjng with a countryman, asked
him if he could get in at the gate. 44 I
believe so,” said the peasant, looking
at him jocosely, 44 for I saw a wagon
load of hay go in there this morning,”
EXCESSIVE POLITENESS.
A few years since, some part of the
Ferry Inn, Torpoint, being on fire, the
servant girl was directed to awaken
two gentlemen, who were asleep in an
up stairs' room. She knocked at the
door, and with the greatest simplicity
said, “ J beg pardon, gentlemen, for dis
turbing you, but the house is on fire.”

Summer Strained Oil. W

F

Particular Notice.

Nèw Goods

STATE OF MAINE.
LL persons indebted to the subscriber
York, ss. At the Court of Common Plea$,
are requested to make immediate pay
begun and holden at York, tn and for the
ment, and all persons having accounts against
Just received by
County of York, on the last Tuesday of me are requested to present them for pay
May, A. DAW.
ment.
THOMAS S. PERKINS.
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
N the foregoing petition the Court order
Kennebunk-port, Aug. 18,1827.
August
17,1827,
that the Petitioners notify all other
persons interested in the premises, to appear
at the term of this Court, to be holden at Al
fred, in and for said County, on the third
OR sale by Auction on the 17tft day of
Tuesday of October next, by causing the
said Nathan Hasty to be served with an at
September, if not sold by private sale,
tested copy of said Petition and this order previous, on the above farmfour Oxen, Wfe
g> OUND.
OUND, Fluted.
Fluted, Ribb’d and Plain Deck
thereon and by causing the same to be pub four Cows, five Yearlings, twenty Sheep, 2 SliL Lights for sale by
lished three weeks successively in the Ken Hogs, a fin© Mare, 7 years old, a Chaise, 2
I. JEFFERDS.
nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk—the years old, a good Sleigh and an old Chaise,
Kennebunk-port, Aug. 18, 1827;
said service and the last publication to be a new Buffaloe, one pair of broad and one
thirty days at least before the said third Tues pair of narrow Wheels, ploughs and harrow,
day of October, that they may then and two sleds, four Chains, a handsome Secreta
there shew cause, if any they have, why the ry and field Bedstead, three Bedsteads and
prayer of said Petition should not be granted. Beds and Bedding, twenty tons English Hay,
x Attest-JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
with a privilege to the purchaser of six
FEW Hhds. Prime West
A true Copy of said Petition and order of the months in the barn, two Corn-shelling Ma
. India RUM, for sale by
Court thereon.
chines, 8cc.2kc. 8co. Those that purchase
subscriber.
from $16 to^'20, 60 days, from $20 to $40,
Attest—-JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
B. PALMER.
August 18.
90 days credit. Sale will commence at 2
July 21.
o’clock, P. M.
T. S. PERKINS.
Kennebunk-port, Aug. 24,1827.

A

O

Public Auction.
F

PATENT

Deck Lights

W. I. OM

Commissioners’ Notice.

FJ1HE subscribers having been appointed
Jt by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of Pro
bate for the County of York, to receive and
examine the claims of creditors to the estate
of

Ravens Duck.
T

Shoes

For the time these Pills have been offe|
to the publiq, the sale of them has exceed
the most sanguine expectations ofthei
prietor, which may be fairly considered
acknowledgement of their many virtues, |
They are very justly esteemed for t®
mild and safe operation as a cathartic ini
cases where one is necessary—They a®"'
safe, and sovereign remedy in all billions!
vers, pains in the head, stomach and bow
indigestion, loss of appetite, dizz'ness,
and billions cholic,—they are likewise ani
tidote against infectious diseases, rerno'l
obstructions of every kind by dissolvings
discharging the morbid matter, helping|
gestjon, restoring a lost appetite—a sure4
lief for costive habits. 1 hey are soaccl
modated to all seasons and hours, that 1®
mhy be taken in summer or winter,att
time of the day, without regard to diO
hindrance of business. Their operationi|
gentle and effectual, that by experience»
are found to excel any other physic het|
fore offered to the public.
f
The genuine are covered with a dill
plate, with the design of the Good Sa®
tan, and the agents name thereon.

, —ALSO—
Wheaton’s Jaundice Bitten

37 1-2

IF ADIES, first quality BLACK KID &
Davenport's Celebrated Eye W®
HE subscriber has received on consign i J LASTING SHOES.
ment from the importer, HAiZLIKEWISE
A fresh suply of the above is kept inj
BWS DUCK, which he offers for sale Summer
by
Strained Sperm OIL, for sale by
nebunkby J. LILLIE—in Wells by NJ
JONATHAN FERRIN,
the Bale or Piece.—also
JOS. G. MOODY.
rill—in Saco, by E. Goodale and G.
late of Kennebunk-Port, in said County de
July. 27.
Dover by Wheeler 8c Tufts—by the w;
AMERICAN DUCK,
ceased, represented insolvent, do hereby give
gists in Portland and Boston, andbyj
constantly on hand at Factory prices.
notice that six months are allowed to said
persons in the principal towns from Mi
J. F. CURTIS.
creditors to bring in and prove their claims,
to Georgia.
and that we shall attend that service at the
Saco, Aug. 20.4827.
tf.
Oct. 1, 1825.
edwly. ;
office of George Wheelwright, in Kenne
l|n|AY 8c Martin’s 8c Warren’s BLACKbunk-Port, on Monday, the twenty-third
ING warranted genuine—for sale by
inst. and on the last Saturdays of the five fol
the dozen or single bottle at
lowing months, from two to four o’clock in A SUIT of Uniform, two Swords, EpauJ. K REMICH’S Bookstore.
7% lettes, &c. used in the Cavalry, in this
the afternoon
town,—for sale low —r-ajiply to
FEW tons good HAY at a fair pnceGEO. WHEELWRIGHT.
A good assortment of Justic e
GREENOUGH & BODW1
SARAH KIMBALL.
THOS. W. SHANNON
Blanks
for
sale
at
this
Office.
Kennebunk, August 24, 1822.
Julv27.
Kennebunk -Port, Jqly 20, 1827.

Blacking.

Cavalry Uniform.

Wanted
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